For each stage of development:

- Shorten these Definitions, they are too long.
- Create an example of what a person stuck in each stage would look like.

This can be done because in 5 of the 6 stages it is possible for a person, according to Freud, to develop a fixation and never completely move out of that stage of development and some part of them is always left behind.

So, your job is to now go through and create an example of what a person who is stuck in a particular stage looks like.

Make sure for each example to,

- Give the Name
- Age Range
- Specific Zone of Concentration

Make sure for each example there is a justification for it, and that justification needs to be at least two to three sentences.

**Example**

Someone stuck in the first range of development, **Oral Stage which ranges from Birth to 1 Year**, would likely become a smoker at some point in life. This is because they never broke away properly from their caregivers over a period of time. Which means that the person still has a fixation with putting things into their mouths, like smoking.